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C&MD inaugurates FAI-Northern Region Training Programme on 
Challenges and Strategies for Fertiliser Industry 

 

 
Left to Right - Dr. U.S. Teotia, Sh. Manoj Mishra, C&MD, NFL and Sh. S. 

Shivakumar, RCF at the inaugural session 
 

 
Participants, Faculty and FAI Officials 
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Sh. Manoj Mishra, C&MD, NFL addressing the gathering 

 
 

 
Sh. Manoj Mishra, C&MD NFL inaugurated a four-day training programme on 

“Challenges and Strategies for Fertiliser Industry” which was organized by FAI 

during March 1-4, 2016 at Udaipur, Rajasthan. Thirty Nine participants from sixteen 

companies attended the programme including seven participants from NFL.  

 

In his inaugural address, Mr. Manoj Mishra expressed his concern on various 

challenges in fertilizer sector and suggestive ways to address those challenges. 

He stated that during the previous one-and-a-half decade, there has been hardly 

any investment made for adding to indigenous urea production capacity in 

country. However, there is an increase in consumption of fertilisers resulting in 

increased dependence on imports. Further, the decreasing trend of urea price in 

International market due to adequate availability of gas at cheaper prices is still a 

cause of concern to the domestic industry as investment in new plants and 

additional production beyond re-assessed capacity would be driven by the 

prevailing International price of urea. 

 

He expressed his concern that the industry is facing severe liquidity crunch due to 

inordinate delay in payment of subsidy by the Government. This situation is expected 

to become severe in future with the growth in fertiliser consumption and almost 

stagnant urea prices since last many years. Due to significant delay in receipt of 

subsidy, fertiliser manufacturers have to resort to higher working capital 

requirements which lead to increase interest expenditure. In 2015-16, the outstanding 
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subsidy payments have already reached Rs. 50,000 crore.  The industry has to bear 

the interest burden of about Rs. 3500 crore on account of additional cost of 

borrowing to run operations. He added that government of India has taken a few 

corrective steps like pooling of gas prices for urea, making neem coating of urea 

mandatory and announcement of New Urea Policy 2015 with the objective to 

maximize urea production and increase the efficiency.   

 

He further added that another major concern is deteriorating soil health due to 

imbalanced use of major nutrients N, P and K and inadequate use of secondary-and 

micro-nutrients like sulphur, zinc, boron, etc. Deterioration of soil health and quality 

is one of the important reasons for stagnation of agricultural production.  Increasing 

disparity between urea and P&K fertiliser prices needs to be balanced and  their 

relative price ratios can be brought to desired level for promoting balanced 

fertilisation. It will also benefit farmers by improving returns from fertiliser use with 

rationalized use of fertiliser nutrients. 

 

He explained that the New Urea Policy 2015 has provided road map for urea 

manufacturers to improve upon energy efficiency, as policy provides for clubbing of 

urea units into three groups.  For some urea units, which are presently operating at 

higher levels, sizeable capital expenditure shall be required to reduce the energy to 

the normative levels. Currently import dependence in the form of finished, 

phosphatic fertiliser products and raw materials used in production is about 93%. 

Entire demand of potassic fertilisers is met by import. An opportunity for the fertiliser 

industry exists for setting up manufacturing plants in Joint Venture mode under long 

term buy back arrangement of DAP & MOP in countries where raw materials are 

available in abundance.  

 

He suggested that the deregulation of the fertiliser sector in a phased manner will 

provide solution to many problems confronted by the industry such as saving in 

subsidy, prevention in pilferage and black marketing, reduction in imbalance in NPK 

use and rational allocation of resources. Deregulation of the sector should be started 

with phosphatic and potassic fertilisers as they are already more or less deregulated 

and the subsidy on these fertilisers may be directly transferred to farmer’s accounts.  

The next step can be taken in urea sector. The issues faced by the industry need to 

be addressed properly for the good health of the fertiliser sector enabling to continue 

play an important role in maximizing agriculture productivity in country, he said. 

 
The four day residential training programme covered vital topics such as issues 

related to Urea Pricing Policies, policies for P & K Fertilisers, future basket of 
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speciality Fertilisers in India, salient features of Fertiliser Control Order (FCO) 

1985, increasing crop productivity, scope of Biofertilisers and Water Soluble 

Fertilisers in Indian Agriculture etc. During the programme, Sh. Anil Motsara, 

Deputy General Manager (Marketing), NFL gave a presentation on ‘Effective 

Fertiliser Marketing Strategies’.  

 

The participants visited Rock Phosphate Mines of Jhamarkotra on 3rd March 2016.  
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